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The 2020 presidential election is fast approaching on November 
3rd and key election issues pertaining to the economy will be 
viewed with respect to a backdrop of crisis and uncertainty 
more than ever. Curbing the spread of COVID-19 is at odds 
with reopening the economy while racial injustice remains a 
focal point. A potential Biden presidency and Democrat-controlled Senate could 
result in tax increases aimed at stimulating the economy through public projects and 
providing a social safety net. In contrast, a second term with Trump would likely mean 
more of the status quo in terms of keeping the 2017 tax cuts, further trade negotiations 
with China, and his attempt to nullify Obama’s Affordable Care Act. 

In the following, we will assess the platforms of both Biden and Trump with a focus on 
Biden’s proposed tax policies and a perspective on how they are expected to affect 
the economy and markets. We will next examine the historical effect of politics on the 
markets such as equity performance based on which party controls the White House, 
Senate, and House of Representatives. Lastly, we will take a look at 2020 election 
expectations based on recent polls and markets.
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PLATFORMS: BIDEN VS. TRUMP

In summary, Biden’s economic platform primarily consists of tax increases that will become revenue 
sources for health, education, and climate plans. Exhibit 1 highlights some of these potential tax increase 
proposals, ranging from increasing the highest tax bracket to 39.6% from 37% to raising the corporate tax 
rate to 28% from 21%, which had been reduced from 35% by the 2017 tax cut. The three main Washington-
based think tanks — the Tax Policy Center, the Tax Foundation, and the American Enterprise Institute — 
all estimate the subsequent revenue enhancement to be in the multi-trillions of dollars over 10 years. As 
shown in the right-most column of Exhibit 1, many of these tax increases are estimated by Biden and the 
Democrats to each largely provide revenue in the hundreds of billions of dollars over the next 10 years, 
with some potentially single-handedly providing revenue in the multi-trillions of dollars.

Through these proposals, Biden is expected to put forward tax increases that harken back to the Obama 
era to counter Trump’s deficit spending. Recently, however, deficit concerns have taken a back seat because 
the pandemic has necessitated an unprecedented response — deficit or not. As such, Biden is expected 
to emphasize the Democrats’ touchstone, which is to make wealthy individuals and corporations “pay their 
fair share,” and call for more progressive taxes. In contrast, Trump’s reelection, if coupled with a Senate still 
controlled by the Republicans, likely means a refinement of provisions from the 2017 tax cut and continuing 
to put deficit concerns on the back burner.

Exhibit 1:  Biden’s Key Tax Proposals & Estimated Revenue

Sources: Congressional Budget Office, Bloomberg, Ernst & Young Tax Advisory, Tax Policy Center, Tax Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, Senate 
Finance Committee.

Tax Increase 10-Year Revenue
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al Raise top rate from 37% to 39.6% $191B

Itemized deductions capped at 28% for higher tax brackets $310B

Raise capital gains from cap of 23.8% to ordinary income rates for 
income >$1M

$800B
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Increase statutory corporate tax rate to 28%  
(CBO: every % increase = ~$100B)

$700B

Fee on certain liabilities of firms with >$50B in assets $100B

15% minimum tax on book income $400B

Raise Global Intangible Low Tax Income rate from 10.5% to 21% $340B

End fossil fuel tax incentives $40B

End real estate tax benefits (exemption for rental loss, like-kind 
exchanges, rental depreciation)

$500B

E
st

at
e End estate tax stepped-up basis $105B

Estate tax rate up to 77% for estates >$1B $2.2T

O
th

er

Carbon tax $25 per tons of carbon dioxide equivalent emitted $1.1T

Financial transactions tax 0.1% on sale of stocks, bonds, or derivatives $800B

Wealth tax 2% on net worth above $50M, rising to 6% above $1B $3.75T
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If voters were to choose Biden, they may likely choose a Democrat-controlled Senate as well, and in such a 
case we would expect a quick response towards economic stimulus via a series of proposed tax increases. 
As shown in Exhibit 2, Biden’s tax proposals are earmarked for projects such as infrastructure and clean 
energy, and for R&D towards next-generation scientific applications such as 5G, artificial intelligence, 
and electric vehicles. In addition, Biden recently announced a plan for childcare and eldercare as well as 
healthcare priorities including coronavirus response measures, all as part of an aim by the Democrats to 
reinforce safety net programs. For example, Biden plans to roll back parts of the 2017 tax cut and raise the 
ceiling on capital gains taxes, which would provide part of the revenue for his healthcare projects.

Exhibit 2:  Biden’s Key Tax Proposals & What They Would Pay For

Note: Biden’s proposed social security payroll tax has not been earmarked for any specific projects.
Sources: Congressional Budget Office, Bloomberg, Ernst & Young Tax Advisory, Tax Policy Center, Tax Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, Senate 
Finance Committee.
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Top Income Tax Rate Raise from 37% to 39.6%

Business Owners
Phase out 199A deduction for income 
>$400k

Capital Gains
Raise from cap of 23.8% to ordinary 
income rates for income >$1M

Itemized Deductions Capped at 28% for higher tax brackets

Social Security
Impose 12.4% payroll tax for income 
>$400k

C
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Corporate Income 
Tax Raise from 21% to 28%

Surtax
15% minimum tax on book income 
>$100M

International Tax

Raise Global Intangible Low Tax Income 
rate from 10.5% to 21%
Lower incentives for "tax havens, 
evasion, and outsourcing"

Tighter rules on anti-inversion

"Harmful tax competition" and "illegal 
corporate tax avoidance" sanctions

Real Estate
No use of real estate losses and like-
kind exchanges to reduce taxes

Other

Fee on certain liabilities of firms with 
>$50B in assets
Repeal CARES Act excess business 
losses provision
End advertising deduction for pharma 
companies

Repeal fossil fuel subsidies

Estate Estate Tax End stepped-up basis for estate tax
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One caveat here, however: if the Democrats were to win a Senate majority, that majority may likely be very 
narrow. Add on top of that the ideological splits between progressive Democrats vs. moderate Democrats 
and there may still be tremendous obstacles as Biden — if he were to win — and the Democrats try to push 
legislation through.

In addition to tax increases, Biden also proposes a number of tax incentives, highlighted in Exhibit 3. 
These tax incentives are geared towards childcare and eldercare, the environment, and housing.

Exhibit 3:  Biden's Proposed Tax Incentives

Sources: Congressional Budget Office, Bloomberg, Ernst & Young Tax Advisory, Tax Policy Center, Tax Foundation, American Enterprise Institute, Senate 
Finance Committee.

Category Incentive

Child & Elder 
Care

Tax credits for businesses to build child care facilities onsite

$5k tax credit for informal elder care providers

Expand earned income tax credit for those age 65+

$8k tax credit for childcare

Climate/
Infrastructure

Expand tax deductions for energy retrofits, smart metering systems, 
emissions-reduction in buildings

Tax credits for residential energy efficiency

Reinstate solar investment tax credit

Restore full electric vehicle tax credit

Make permanent the new markets tax credit

Tax incentives for carbon capture, use & storage

Establish a manufacturing communities tax credit

Housing

Expand low-income housing tax credit

First down payment tax credit up to $15k

Renter's credit to reduce rent & utilities to 30% of income

Education and its impact on the economy is another controversial battleground for Biden and Trump. 
Desperate to reopen the economy for the election, Trump pushed for schools to fully reopen this fall. 
Facing criticism from both policymakers and parents, he has stressed the risks of remote learning for both 
parents and children. According to the Census Household Pulse Survey, since May, approximately seven 
million people per week have not worked due to a lack of childcare.1  Aiming to support the working parents 
of children, Trump is encouraging Congress to pass the School Choice Now Act, which offers money to 
families for education, allocating 10% of emergency education aid to scholarship-granting organizations in 
every state. This funding would allow more parents to send their child(ren) to the school of their choice. On 
the other hand, Biden remains hesitant to reopen schools, acknowledging that implementing strict health 
protocols may prove challenging as the virus is not yet under control. Looking forward, the reopening of 
schools remains one of many concerns that may influence voting decisions on November 3rd.
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As it relates to where education dovetails with the economy, Biden is focusing on college affordability, 
with a promise to reinstate some Obama era guidelines that Trump has rolled back. Should he win, Biden 
intends to take a progressive approach and partially adopt Bernie Sanders’ plan of free higher education. 
As shown in Exhibit 4, student loans outstanding have more than doubled from $800 billion in 2010 to $1.7 
trillion in 2020. Biden plans to cancel student loan debt to further stimulate the economy, vowing to make 
four-year public colleges free for students living in a household with total family income below $125,000. 
Furthermore, he is proposing free two-year community college educations for all students regardless of 
their family income. Through his education platform, Biden is urging federal and state governments to join 
forces to make public higher education more accessible to lower income students. Moreover, Biden intends 
to expand funding for the largest federally-funded educational program, Title 1, to provide supplemental 
funds to teachers at schools with the highest concentrations of low-income students. Biden’s education 
policies would cost the government approximately $850 billion over a 10-year period.2

To summarize this section, Biden is campaigning on a platform of increased taxes across the individual, 
corporate, and estate levels to support healthcare, R&D, infrastructure, climate-control, child and elder 
care, and education projects aimed at providing a safety net for Americans and stimulating the economy 
so that recovery from the coronavirus pandemic might be swift and sustained. With Trump on the other 
hand, we would largely expect the status quo, continued deficit spending, further refinement of his 2017 
tax cuts, and a focus on trade negotiations with China. The Washington-based think tank Tax Foundation 
estimates that Biden’s proposals, if enacted, would reduce GDP growth by 1.5% while the American 
Enterprise Institute estimates a 0.2% reduction. The third Washington-based think tank Tax Policy Center 
does not have an official estimate. None of these three think tanks have produced an updated estimate 
on Trump’s second term from the one they produced during Trump’s campaign for his first term. As such, 
we could think of GDP growth scenarios under Trump’s second term, if he were to win, as the baseline 
because of the expected “more of the same” and Biden’s potential GDP reduction to be a headwind for 
the markets. Biden’s tax plan features tax increases primarily falling on the top 1% of income earners and 
his proposals would make the federal tax code more progressive but they would also increase taxes for all 
income levels across the spectrum. Finally, additional important points to consider are the control of the 
Senate and House by either party. A Biden victory along with a Senate that going forward has a Democrat 
majority will be expected to be most able, along with a House that remains in Democrat control, to pass 
tax increases, attenuated by the fact that the progressive vs. moderate split among Democrats may slow 
or potentially reduce the legislative pipeline.
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Source: Federal Reserve as of June 30, 2020; latest available as of August 21, 2020.

Exhibit 4:  A Growing Concern: Student Loans Owned & Securitized Outstanding
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EFFECT OF POLITICS ON MARKETS

Exhibit 5:  Divided We Stand?

Sources: Bloomberg, U.S. Senate, U.S. House of Representatives, 1945–2019.

President/Senate/House DDD DDR DRD DRR RDD RDR RRD RRR

Average Return 14.3% 16.0% - 15.9% 8.7% -17.0% 19.9% 13.0%

# of Years 22 4 0 10 22 2 9 6

% Positive 82% 100% - 90% 73% 0% 78% 83%

You May Remember…

Early 
Obama 

& Clinton 
Years

Late 
Obama 

Years

Late 
Clinton 

Years

"H. W." 
Bush 
Years

Early 
"W" Bush 

Years

Reagan 
& Trump 

Years

Iraq War 
& Trump 

Years

We will now examine how politics has historically impacted the markets. As shown in the previous section, 
party control of the presidency as well as both houses of Congress is paramount to passing legislation 
swiftly. Therefore, we begin by assessing how the stock market has performed based on which party 
controls the White House, Senate, and House of Representatives. Exhibit 5 shows the average return of the 
S&P 500 under each of the eight scenarios, with DDD representing the presidency, Senate, and House all 
controlled by the Democrats. The average S&P 500 return was 14.3% under this combination, with a large 
majority of the years, 82%, under this combination resulting in a positive-returning market. Examples are 
the early Obama years as well as the early Clinton years. 

The key takeaway here is that these combinations are not a good predictor of stock market returns, 
although, interestingly, the RDR combination representing a Republican White House, a Senate controlled 
by Democrats and a Republican House produced only negative returns averaging -17.0%. However, that 
corresponded to the two worst years of the tech bubble collapse, 2001 and 2002. 

U.S. Equity Market (S&P 500) Performance by Party Control of White House, Senate, and House
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Year DDD DDR DRD DRR RDD RDR RRD RRR

C
lin

to
n

1993 10.1

1994 1.3

1995 37.6

1996 23.0

1997 33.4

1998 28.6

1999 21.0

2000 -9.1

G
.W

. 
B

u
sh

2001 -11.9

2002 -22.1

2003 28.7

2004 10.9

2005 4.9

2006 15.8

2007 5.5

2008 -37.0

O
b

am
a

2009 26.5

2010 15.1

2011 2.1

2012 16.0

2013 32.4

2014 13.7

2015 1.4

2016 12.0

Tr
u

m
p 2017 21.8

2018 -4.4

2019 31.5

Exhibit 6:  It Doesn’t Matter Which Party is in Office – What Matters is the Market Cycle

Source: Bloomberg.

U.S. Equity Market (S&P 500) Annual Return (%) by Party Control of White House, Senate, and House

Exhibit 6 more clearly confirms the hypothesis that party control is not an accurate predictor of market 
performance by examining the annual return of the S&P 500 corresponding to which president was in 
office and which party controlled the White House and both houses of Congress. The important takeaway 
here is that the market will perform under each presidency based on which part of the market cycle each 
president inherits. In other words, it does not matter which party is in office or which party controls the 
houses of Congress. What matters is the market cycle. The 1990s boom enjoyed by Clinton was based 
more so on the Internet boom. The tech bubble burst of 2000, Clinton’s final year as president, and 2001 
and 2002, George W. Bush’s first two years, were due primarily to Internet companies going public at 
exorbitant prices based on “eyeballs” — the term used at the time to represent page views — despite 
negative cash flows. A similar paradigm existed in the late 2000s as mortgage companies made it easy for 
subprime and Alt-A borrowers to purchase multiple homes, creating a housing bubble that burst in 2008, 
Bush’s last year, paving the way for the rebound under Obama. 
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Exhibit 7 further reinforces this notion that it is the market cycle that determines market performance 
rather than who is in office or who controls either house of Congress, but focuses only on election years. 
This chart profiles the full year of S&P 500 performance for each of the last eight election years, including 
2020 to date.3 We could see 2008, Obama’s election year, as an extreme — a massive down year caused 
by the housing market crash. 1996 was an up-market extreme, the year of Clinton’s reelection, when the 
tech boom was taking hold. 2020 took a dramatic dip in March with the panic brought on by the spread 
of COVID-19 but has rebounded back to previous heights due to vaccine potential and economic re-
openings.
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Source: Bloomberg, based on month-end performance of the S&P 500.

Exhibit 7:  Nothing to See Here – Election Year U.S. Equity Market (S&P 500) Performance

One final phenomenon we will examine is called the Presidential Election Cycle. The idea was popularized 
by Yale Hirsh, author of the Stock Trader’s Almanac that was first published in 1967. In addition to his 
Presidential Election Cycle, Hirsh also popularized other stock market concepts such as the January 
Barometer, the Santa Claus Rally, and the saying, “Sell in May and Go Away.”4

The Presidential Market Cycle theory suggests that the market tends to struggle during the first year of a 
president’s term. The logic is that the new president's policies that are considered “tough medicine” are 
enacted quickly (the “first 100 days”). The markets then tend to perform better in the second half of a 
presidential term because the next election is approaching and the president focuses on policies that will 
stimulate growth to boost the economy and support their reelection. Exhibit 8 breaks out the average 
returns for the S&P 500 for each of the four years over the last 18 presidential cycles. While the first-year 
struggle can’t be seen in the data, the better performance in the second half appears to hold true.

Exhibit 8:  Presidential Election Cycle

Source: Bloomberg, 1949–2019.

All Periods Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4

Average Return 12.9 10.6 9.8 20.6 10.3

% of Years Positive 78.9 61.1 66.7 100.0 88.2

Exceptions
2009 Rebound

2013 Taper Tantrum

2011 Eurocrisis

2015 Shale Crisis

2000 Tech Crisis

2008 Housing Crisis

U.S. Equity Market (S&P 500) Performance During Presidential Cycle Since 1948 (%)
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To recap this section, it has been proven over numerous presidencies that what matters most is the equity 
market cycle, not which party controls the White House, Senate, or House. Similarly, election years show 
no set pattern and are likewise determined by where we are in the market cycle. Lastly, there is some 
truth to the Presidential Election Cycle in that the last two years of a presidential term will typically be 
characterized by stronger market returns than the first two years. It is important to note that while we have 
focused on equity returns, by extension the same applies to credit returns since credit and equity returns 
are highly correlated and both are based on the strength of corporate earnings. However, Treasury bonds 
will largely have an opposite effect, as they are viewed as safe haven assets in contrast to equity and credit 
as risk assets. In a weak economy when equity and credit investments are struggling, the Fed is likely to 
cut rates, a tailwind for Treasury bonds. In contrast, in a strong economy when equity and credit are strong, 
the Fed is likely to hike rates, a headwind for Treasury bonds. 

We now turn to expectations for the upcoming election based on the polls and the markets.

2020 ELECTION EXPECTATIONS 
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Sources: Bloomberg, Real Clear Politics as of September 11, 2020.

Exhibit 9:  What Are the Polls Saying?

Exhibit 9 shows that Biden holds a fairly wide margin over Trump based on popular vote polling and that 
margin appears to have grown throughout the year so far. Voters may be signaling that they want a change 
in the administration. The markets are confirming this indicator, as shown in Exhibit 10, which profiles the 
probability of each candidate’s winning the election based on futures contracts. Again, Biden’s margin of 
victory appears to be expanding.

Source: Iowa Electronic Markets as of September 11, 2020.

Exhibit 10:  What Are the Markets Saying?
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On the Congressional side, a similar futures market exists for party control of both houses. Exhibit 11 
shows the probability of each of the four combinations of party control throughout 2020. The probability 
of a Democrat-controlled House and a Democrat-controlled Senate has been gaining since the shutdowns 
began in March and that combination is now in the lead. 
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Exhibit 11:  How About Congress? Democrats Expected to Take Both Senate and House

To recap this section, both the polls and the futures markets are predicting a Biden victory with the futures 
market predicting the Democrats to take both the Senate and House.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that Biden’s platform focuses on a number of key tax increases that will 
enhance revenue in order to fund the various healthcare, R&D, infrastructure, climate, and education 
policies that he has planned. If the Democrats gain both a presidential as well as a Senate victory while 
keeping the House under their control — which appears likely as indicated by both the polls and futures 
markets — Biden will have the highest probability of successfully enacting many of his proposed policies 
as possible, notwithstanding the ideological split between progressive vs. moderate Democrats that may 
hinder such legislation to a certain extent. Meanwhile, under Trump we would expect more of the status 
quo: further refinement of the 2017 tax cut, more trade negotiations with China, and additional efforts to 
nullify Obama’s Affordable Care Act. If Trump wins and the Republicans retain control of the Senate as 
well as somehow win control of the House, we would expect a more robust Republican agenda over the 
next four years, characterized by more deficit spending while keeping taxes low in order to stimulate the 
economy post-COVID.

At the end of the day, financial market performance ultimately depends on the market cycle, corporate 
earnings, technological innovation, and geopolitics. Whichever administration that is in office will either 
butt heads or work together with Congress to pass legislation that will, in theory, support corporate 
growth and technological innovation and provide for geopolitical stability. The overwhelming force that 
drives the markets, however, is not which party controls the White House, Senate, or House, as we have 
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shown previously, but, rather, the market cycle and technological innovation coupled with risk-taking by 
companies to equate supply and demand from consumers. These are the primary factors that drive equity 
and credit returns. Treasury bonds will largely have an opposite effect, as they are viewed as safe-haven 
assets in contrast to equity and credit as risk assets. In a weak economy when equity and credit are weak, 
the Fed is likely to cut rates, a tailwind for Treasury bonds. In contrast, in a strong economy when equity 
and credit are strong, the Fed is likely to hike rates, a headwind for Treasury bonds.

While the polls and futures markets are predicting a Biden win and both houses of Congress to be under 
Democratic control — potentially paving the way for meaningful tax increases that may be a headwind for 
GDP growth and the markets according to the Washington think tanks — Marquette recommends taking 
polls and predictions with a grain of salt. Going into the 2016 election, Hilary Clinton was predicted to 
win but a vast number of her supporters ended up not showing up to vote. The upcoming election will 
feature a significantly greater quantity of mail-in ballots due to the COVID pandemic, further reinforcing 
the notion that this election is anything but normal. As such, Marquette recommends maintaining strategic 
allocations and expecting elevated volatility due to the uncertainty stemming from both the election as 
well as the ongoing COVID-induced economic headwinds.

NOTES
1 Tappe, Anneken. 4 Aug 2020. “Many parents may have to stop working entirely if schools don’t reopen, Goldman Sachs says.” 
CNN Business. 

2 Barrow, B. & Madhani, A. 30 July 2020. “Trump vs. Biden: Where they stand on health, economy, more.” Nation World. 
3 Through August 31, 2020.
4 The January Barometer is a theory of the markets that indicates that performance in January provides a prediction for the 
performance of the rest of the year. The Santa Claus Rally is a market phenomenon that shows a tendency for the market to rally 
during December due to holiday shopping and the holiday spirit. “Sell in May and Go Away” refers to avoiding the markets during 
the summer lull as the months of November through April produce stronger market growth.

https://www.cnn.com/2020/08/04/economy/schools-reopening-economy-jobs/index.html
https://www.newswest9.com/article/news/nation-world/trump-vs-biden-2020-election/507-19d28b86-cd57-4567-a007-2d7e16145352
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